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GOLDWATER NARROWS GAP BUT
ROCKEFELLER STill HAS LEAD
by Mervin D. Field

While Senator Barry Goldwater has narrowed the gap on Nelson RockeFeller in the presidential
primary contest, the New York Governor held a nine percentage point lead in a C::lI ifornia Poll survey
completed last Thursday.
However, a sizeable segment -- 17% -- of the Republican voters still remained uncommitted
to either candidate as of last week. They could have an important bearing on who gets Cal ifornials crucial
86 convention delegates in Tuesdais election.
Results of the California Poilis survey completed on May 28 show these standings:
Rockefe II er
Goldwater
Undecided

46%
37
17

These results represent a four percentage point gain for Goldwater sinCI~ the last Cal iforn ia
Poll survey completed a few days before. This could indicate p late trend in Goldwat,er's direction or
could merely reflect a pause in the tremendous surge of Rockefeller popularity which occurred after his
unexpected victory in Oregon. A survey completed five days previous to this one showed Rockefeller ahead
of the Arizona Senator by 13 percentage points after trailing badly prior to May 15th, During the first week
in May, the Ca Iifornia Poll had found Goldwater leading by 43% to Rockefeller's 27%. The undecided vote
was 30% at that time.
Both candidate organizations are still hard at it, campaigning with a fervor and at an expenditure
level unparalled in California Primary election history. (It has been reported that more than three million
dollars has been spent by both candidates in the California Primary Election alone.)

(MORE)

The California Poll was founded in 1946 as a medium for promoting public opinion research. The California Poll is complerely independent of all political parties and candidates. Its sole purpose is to report
public opinion accurarely and objectively. Most of the financial support for the Poll comes from newspapers and television stations that have exclusive rights within rhe city of publication. The Poll utilizes
accepred sCientific sampling and questioning procedures in obraining the data reported in itS releases. Representative samples of aduhs are interviewed at periodic intervals on election issues and other
socially important questions of the day. Proportionate numbers of people of both sexes.from all parts of the sme,lrom different sized communities,and of all alje,economic, political. and occupation groups
are included in the samples. Major surveys are made with samples of 1,200 or more respondents. Interim surveys sometimes are made with smaller samples lut not less than 600 interviews.
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For a Goldwater win, the Arizonan must capture a large proportion e,f the remaining undecided
voters, or win back some of the support whi ch shifted to Rockefeller after the New York Governor's
vi ctory in Oregon. A return shift of only five percentage points from the Rockefeller side to the Goldwater
side in the period just before the election could change the race completely. Whether this wi II happen,
however, and how the undecided voters will go, are still unknowns that the election results themselves will
clarify.
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